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ABSTRACT 

 
 Fast  growing  population  in  recent  decades, changing  life  sample, migration  of  countries  and  villages  to  cities. Low  

technology  levels,  hard  situation  ecologic, agriculture  appropriate  fields  restrict  and  shortage  in  water  resource  have  increased  
resource  ruinous  process. On  base,  developing  different  technology  in  agriculture  in  several  past  years  with  helping   natural  

resources  with  low  cost  in field  of  food  providing  and  much  using  of  dirt’s  and  chemical  pesticides, although  caused  increasing  

agriculture  products  But  unfortunately  in  some  cases  with  high  cost  of  environment  like  water  septic, soil  decay  and  air,  climate  
changing  caused  danger  of  human  health. In  result  of  these  is  sues  there  is  a  new  view  a bout  agriculture  lows. Then  organic  

agriculture  as  one  of  the  agriculture  steady  development  cognition  and  valuable  solution  for  keeping  of  environment  and  

arriving  to  steady  development  in  countries  villages. Morning  to  steady  development  needs  to  base  changes  in  human  view  and  
behavior. The  developing  in this  field  it  depends   on  cognition  and  general  teaching  that  in  side  it  recognition  and  original  

massages  teaching,  for  keep  and  steady  development,  consideration  a  bout  original  problems  that  now a days  as  a  kind  of  crisis  

have  discussed  in  our  country  is  mixed  up. In this paper  it’s  considered  that  disburse  to  discuss  a  bout  organic  a  agriculture  
important  and  necessity  and  it's  usefulness  for  arriving  to  steady  agriculture. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Iranians  that  were  before  Islam  with  

inspiration  of  religious  taught  carouser  style,  

specially  soil,  fire, water, air  and  plant  looked  as  

a  holy  ingredient. n’t only  polluting  them  but  also  

cleaning  and  holiday  clean  were  from  their  

religious  responsible. Meanwhile,  more  over  

external  and  face , they  considered  them  as  a  

inside  and  heaven  face. Iranian’s  believe  that  

Koroush  is  creator  of  sociable  human  rights  and  

consider  human  principles  and  supporting  of  

natural  resources [1, 3]. 

 Nowadays  world  population  growing  and  

need  for  food, ruining  removable  resources have  

increased  and  every  year  it  decrease  of  it's  

surface  and  it's  one  of  the  27  century  issues [9].  

humans  need  to  food  for   continuing  to  life  that  

it  creating  of  water,  soil, plant. Every  two  of  

them  from  removable  resources  for  every  

country[10].   

 Natural  resources  as  a  kip  and  product  

element  and  non-scrape  is  important  in   all  the  

developing  and  developed  countries  but  suitable  

using  style  and  right  management  in  all  over  the  

world  isn't  equal  and  in  some  countries  whether  

for  human  reason  or  natural  reason, these  life  

resources  are  in  crisis  situation.  For  example  

Nigeria  country  have  used  75%  natural  resources  

but  in  use (United States of America) just 3% 

natural   resource have used.  Human  societies  have  

developed  and  progressed  after  agriculture  

revolution  and  moreover  increasing  in needs  for  

food,  cause  mutation  in  tradition  agriculture. In 

this  situation  using  of  chemical  poisons  in  follow  

of  petrochemical  revolution  and  planting  full  

products  sorts  have  developed  agriculture 

products.  But  this  increasing  in  product  have  

many  environment  problems  such  pollution  in  

soil  and  water,  it’s  own  product,  pestilence  and 

new  diseases  in  plants  and  creating  dearth  and  

diseases  in  reason  of  decreasing  in  food  quality.  

From  the  her  side, soil decay, decreasing  in  it's 

quality,  wasting  water  and  raining  natural  

resources  are  from  problems  that  creates  

problems  for  arriving  to  steady  agriculture  and   

protecting  of  environment. 

 Steady  agriculture  can  be  explained  economic  

agriculture  that  is  attendant  with  low  ruining  and  

polluting  environment  as  can  provide  food  for   

human[8].    Then  now a day natural  resources  as  a  

really  issue  threats  human  welfare  and  steady  

development. That unfortunately it exits in our 

country ([2] ,[4]).  Development  shows  a  quantity  

understanding  and  it  can  be  known  equivalent  

with  increasing  life  quality  that  contains  

problems  like  hygiene,  teaching, Welfare   welfare 

and etc. steady development  means  development  
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and  conservation  of  environment.  Search  for  

method  of  economic  progress  that  don’t  threat  

future  foster  welfare.  This  kind  of  development  

and  progress  answers  all  the  needs  of  now  foster  

without  injuring  to  future  foster[6].    For  arriving  

to  steady  development  under  collection:  natural  

resources,  environment,  population,  economic  and  

society  have  role. Resources in reason of restrict is 

an important element [5].  .  Resources  have  an  

important  section  in  this  system  and  supporting  

of  it  is  an  original  provision  for  steady  

development.  For  this  necessity  plan  for  finding  

steady  balance  in  field  producing  agriculture  

desirable produce  with  using  of  organic  

agriculture  with  attention  to  agriculture   

usefulness  in  producing  hale  food, helping to  

farmer's  economic  in  villages is  considered. 

Nowadays  organic  agriculture  with emphasis  on  

protecting  environment  caused  genetic  variety  

improvement.  In  this  system   that  pestilences  and  

diseases  become  ruined  with  un chemical  

methods, water  pollute  and  soil  pollute  become  

zero. The  result  is  that  in  following  of  soil  much  

product  for  food  product  human  needing  in a  

biologic  cycle  prevent  from  entrance  every  kind  

of  external  article  like  chemical  dirt,  insect  

killers,  mush  room  killers, years  killers  and etc to  

product  process[7].   

 

2. Methods: 

 The  surrey  base  in  present  research  with  

attention  to  subject  theory  inside  from  the  kind  

of  analyse  style  is  on  the  base  of  reasoning  and  

logical  analyse. This  research  with  using  of  data  

regarding  tool  to  with indirect  style  and  library  

style  and  note  of  information  resources  and  

experimental  style  and  also   direct  style,  review  

of  different  zone decide  to  necessity  survey  

important  of  organic agriculture  and  it’s  aims  and  

fullness  for  arriving  to  steady  agriculture. 

 

2-1. Results of world sessions steady development: 

 In 4  September  2002  world  sessions  steady  

development  done  in  guhancborg,  capital  of  

south  Africa  that  it’s  result  is  such;  ruining  

poverty  changing  product  and  disposal  pattern.  

Protecting  and  management  of  environment  as a 

base  for  economic  and  society  development,  

peace , security, stability  and  respect  to  human  

rights, respect  to variety  culture for  performance  

steady  development  as  it's   result’s  be  to  all  

gain. Assessment  appropriate  measure   along  with  

assessment  ecologic  force  in  one for  kinds  of  

development in  attendant  assessment  of  human  

forces,  technology, and  zone financial  resources,  

contains  steady  development  frames the  most  

useful  un technologic style  for removing ruining  

environment, decreasing  natural  resources,  

decreasing  pollution  and  using  of  pollution  

growing  is  performance  steady   development  that  

is  look  like  human  force  for  future  development  

and  usefulness  to  society  life[11].   

 

2-2- Steady agriculture: 

 In  relation  with  steady  agriculture   with  

attention  to  different  discusses  and  understanding  

that  is  in  this  field, it  can  be  defined  such:  the  

steady  agriculture  can  be  known  as  a  system  

that  mean while  correct  management  and  use  of  

resources  for  providing  human’s  food, increases  

environment  quality  and  natural  resources  storing. 

This  system  is  active  of  economic  and  it's  food  

and  it’s  produces  haven’t  bad  effect  on  life  and  

it's  tried  for  protecting  of  resources  for  future  

foster.  Steady  in  agriculture  dependent  to  

different  ingredient  such  economic,  biologic  and  

society  that  surveying  and  studying  every  of  

them  of  polar relation ship  between  them  in  the  

steady  field  have  a  high  significance.  There  is  a  

lot  variety  ingredient  in the  world  that  enhance  

to  steady  agriculture  importance.  Attention  to  

providing  food  for  growing  population, producing  

food  with  high  quality  for  people  health  and  

providing  protect  security  of  farmer  ecosystem  

are  from  these  in gradient.  With  attention  of  

defining  of  steady  agriculture  for  arriving  to  

steady  development  in  agriculture,  writers  know  

three   useful  law  very  important  that  are: 

 

2-2-1- Justice: 

 Justice  means  providing  poorest  needs  in  

society  section,  the  significance  of  this  law  is  

for  probability  of  decreasing  natural  resources  

ruining  and  agriculture's  compounds  providing not  

progressing  it  will  be  more.  Usefulness:  it’s 

substance in the use of resources is stable.  In  

substance ,development   means  raising  life’s  

surface  that  gains  from  assumption  advantage  

politics  that  are  adapted  with  steady  indicators. 

 

2-2-2-Flexibility:  

 With  quantity  of  a  system  for  protecting  

own  structure  it’s  moreover  external  disorders.  

Pliable  of  a  agriculture  system  is  it’s potentiality  

for  protecting  own usefulness  in  it’s  completing. 

 

3- Developing agriculture steady: 

 Relation  with  aspect’s  of  Agriculture  steady  

have  discussed  three  instances  that  are  very  

important. 

 

3- 1-Ecological Dimensions: 

 Protecting  and  using  of  sweet  water’s  steady  

use  of  soil  resources,  contrast  with  ruining  desert  

and  poverty  of  hungry.  Steady  development  

mountain  resources,  steady  agriculture  and  

developing  villages  spaces  protecting  genetic  

variety,  good  behaviour  with  environment  in  

biotechnology  using, act method  about  rubbishes  
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and  sewage, correct  using  of  chemical  and  toxic  

materials. 

 

3-2- Social Dimensions: 

 Contrast  with  poverty,  population  and  steady  

development,  teaching  and  sensitivity,  protect  and  

support  of  people  health,  stable  forms  human  

living  places,  trans mission  adapt  technology  with  

environment, people  cooperation  and  making  

potential. 

 

3-3- Economic Dimensions: 

 Contains  practitioners  share  of agriculture  

section  of   national  impure  product,  changing  

energy  disposal  pattern, changing  suitable 

technology  (orchestrate  with  environment), 

creating  engagement,  controlling  disposal  extent,  

managing  efficiency  and  requirement  and,  

providing  stock. 

 

4- Organic agriculture: 

 From  solutions  for  arriving  to  steady  

development  in  agriculture  section  is  organic  

agriculture.  Organic  agriculture  said  to  collection  

of  acts  that  with  purpose  of  decreasing  disposal  

unreal  institutions  performances.  In  this  method  

from  consuming  dirt  and  toxic,  protected  and  

sautéed   materials, chemical  drugs,  produced  

organism  Genetic Engineering  is  used.  In  another  

words  organic  agricultures  is  a  active  and  alive  

agriculture  that  introduced  in  initial  1924.  then  it  

can  said  that  it  is  a  new  method  from  

agriculture  the  main  point  in  organic  agriculture  

is  many  event  that  is  workable  beside  adapting  

and  orchestrating  with  natural. And agriculture’s  

constancy  known  as  a  organism  that  it’s  organic  

is  human,  soil, society  of  animal  and  plant.  It’s  

important  to  say  that  using  of  organic  agriculture  

in  recent years  in  developed  in  many  developing  

countries  whereas  in  distances  between  1995-

2000  AM  field's  space  under  organic  plant  in 

European  American  is  triple.  Organic  agriculture  

is  a  management  system  and  also  a  producing  

system.  Told  cause  improvement  and  healthy  of  

region  plant  that  such  view’s  base  is  that  makes  

problems  and  difficult  of  every  ecosystem  

management  in respect  to  climate  situation,  

physical,  technical,  society  and  economic  and  

can't  portion  of  one world  prescription  for  all  

region  plant. 

 

4-1- Organic agriculture’s aims: 

 Organic  agriculture’s  aims  is  producing  

produce’s  rande man  with  provision of  protecting  

soil  useful  ness  with  the  lowest  support  on  using  

of  chemical  material’s.  the  most  important  aims  

of  organic  agriculture  system  catalogued  such:  

producing  food  with  sufficient  quality  and  

quantity,  protect  and  increasing  soil’s  usefulness  

in  long  period,   creating  orchestrate  between  

producing  agriculture  and  toil  produce,  decreasing  

kind's  of  pollutes,  providing  all  suitable  situation  

for  all  producers  for  pretesting  agriculture  health  

with  creating  health  ecosystem,  producing  variety  

and  health  food,  producing  health  and  with  

quality  textile,  protecting  genetic  variety  produce  

systems  and  surround  environments  that  contains  

protecting  and  supporting  of  plants  and  zoo  life,  

creating  healthy  usefulness  from  waters  and  

protecting  of  water  resources  and  biological  sorts  

inside  them  and  increasing  farmer's  income's  in  

low  output  regions  and  decreasing  produce.  
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